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Abstract— This paper investigates how a Bayesian reinforce-
ment learning method can be used to create a tactical decision-
making agent for autonomous driving in an intersection sce-
nario, where the agent can estimate the confidence of its
recommended actions. An ensemble of neural networks, with
additional randomized prior functions (RPF), are trained by
using a bootstrapped experience replay memory. The coefficient
of variation in the estimated Q-values of the ensemble members
is used to approximate the uncertainty, and a criterion that
determines if the agent is sufficiently confident to make a
particular decision is introduced. The performance of the en-
semble RPF method is evaluated in an intersection scenario, and
compared to a standard Deep Q-Network method. It is shown
that the trained ensemble RPF agent can detect cases with high
uncertainty, both in situations that are far from the training
distribution, and in situations that seldom occur within the
training distribution. In this study, the uncertainty information
is used to choose safe actions in unknown situations, which
removes all collisions from within the training distribution, and
most collisions outside of the distribution.
I. INTRODUCTION
To make safe, efficient, and comfortable decisions in
intersections is one of the challenges of autonomous driving.
A decision-making agent needs to handle a diverse set of
intersection types and layouts, interact with other traffic par-
ticipants, and consider uncertainty in sensor information. The
fact that around 40% of all traffic accidents during manual
driving occur in intersections indicates that decision-making
in intersections is a complex task [1]. To manually predict all
situations that can occur and tailor a suitable behavior is not
feasible. Therefore, a data-driven approach that can learn to
make decisions from experience is a compelling approach. A
desired property of such a machine learning approach is that
it should also be able to indicate how confident the resulting
agent is about a particular decision.
Reinforcement learning (RL) provides a general approach
to solve decision-making problems [2], and could potentially
scale to all types of driving situations. Promising results have
been achieved in simulation by applying a Deep Q-Network
(DQN) agent to intersection scenarios [3], [4], and highway
driving [5], [6], or a policy gradient method to a lane merging
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situation [7]. Some studies have trained an RL agent in a
simulated environment and then deployed the agent in a real
vehicle [8], [9], and for a limited case, trained the agent
directly in a real vehicle [10].
Generally, a fundamental problem with the RL methods
in previous work is that the trained agents do not provide
any confidence measure of their decisions. For example, if
an agent that was trained for a highway driving scenario
would be exposed to an intersection situation, it would still
output a decision, although it would likely not be a good
one. A less extreme example involves an agent that has been
trained in an intersection scenario with nominal traffic, and
then faces a speeding driver. McAllister et al. further discuss
the importance of estimating the uncertainty of decisions in
autonomous driving [11].
A common way of estimating uncertainty is through
Bayesian probability theory [12]. Bayesian deep learning has
previously been used to estimate uncertainty in autonomous
driving for image segmentation [10] and end-to-end learn-
ing [13]. Dearden et al. introduced Bayesian approaches
to RL that balances the trade off between exploration and
exploitation [14]. In recent work, this approach has been
extended to deep RL, by using an ensemble of neural
networks [15]. However, these studies focus on creating an
efficient exploration method for RL, and do not provide a
confidence measure for the agents’ decisions.
This paper investigates an RL method that can estimate
the uncertainty of the resulting agent’s decisions, applied to
decision-making in an intersection scenario. The RL method
uses an ensemble of neural networks with randomized prior
functions that are trained on a bootstrapped experience replay
memory, which gives a distribution of estimated Q-values
(Sect. II). The distribution of Q-values is then used to
estimate the uncertainty of the recommended action, and a
criterion that determines the confidence level of the agent’s
decision is introduced (Sect. II-C). The method is used
to train a decision-making agent in different intersection
scenarios (Sect. III), in which the results show that the intro-
duced method outperforms a DQN agent within the training
distribution. The results also show that the ensemble method
can detect situations that were not present in the training
process, and thereby choose safe fallback actions in such
situations (Sect. IV). Further characteristics of the introduced
method is discussed in Sect. V. This work is an extension to
a recent paper, where we introduced the mentioned method,
but applied to a highway driving scenario [16].
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II. APPROACH
This section gives a brief introduction to RL, describes
how the uncertainty of an action can be estimated by an
ensemble method, and introduces a measure of confidence
for different actions. Further details on how this approach
was applied to driving in an intersection scenario follows in
Sect. III.
A. Reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning is a branch of machine learning,
where an agents explores an environment and tries to learn
a policy pi(s) that maximizes the future expected return,
based on the agent’s experiences [2]. The policy determines
which action a to take in a given state s. The state of
the environment will then transitions to a new state s′ and
the agent receives a reward r. A Markov Decision Process
(MDP) is often used to model the reinforcement learning
problem. An MDP is defined by the tuple (S,A, T,R, γ),
where S is the state space, A is the action space, T is a state
transition model, R is a reward model, and γ is a discount
factor. At each time step t, the agent tries to maximize the
future discounted return
Rt =
∞∑
k=0
γkrt+k. (1)
In a value-based branch of RL called Q-learning [17],
the objective of the agent is to learn the optimal state-
action value function Q∗(s, a). This function is defined as
the expected return when the agent takes action a from state
s and then follow the optimal policy pi∗, i.e.,
Q∗(s, a) = max
pi
E [Rt|st = s, at = a, pi] . (2)
The Q-function can be estimated by a neural network with
weights θ, i.e., Q(s, a) ≈ Q(s, a; θ). The weights are
optimized by minimizing the loss function
L(θ) = EM
[
(r + γmax
a′
Q(s′, a′; θ−)−Q(s, a; θ))2
]
, (3)
which is derived from the Bellman equation. The loss is
obtained from a mini-batch M of training samples, and θ−
represents the weights of a target network that is updated
regularly. More details on the DQN algorithm are presented
by Mnih et al. [18].
B. Bayesian reinforcement learning
One limitation of the DQN algorithm is that only the
maximum likelihood estimate of the Q-values is returned.
The risk of taking a particular action can be approximated
as the variance in the estimated Q-value [19]. One ap-
proach to obtain a variance estimation is through statistical
bootstrapping [20], which has been applied to the DQN
algorithm [21]. The basic idea is to train an ensemble of
neural network on different subsets of the available replay
memory. The ensemble will then provide a distribution of Q-
values, which can be used to estimate the variance. Osband
et al. extended the ensemble method by adding a randomized
prior function (RPF) to each ensemble member, which gives
Algorithm 1 Ensemble RPF training process
1: for k ← 1 to K
2: Initialize θk and θˆk randomly
3: mk ← {}
4: i← 0
5: while networks not converged
6: si ← initial random state
7: ν ∼ U{1,K}
8: while episode not finished
9: ai ← arg maxaQν(si, a)
10: si+1, ri ← STEPENVIRONMENT(si, ai)
11: for k ← 1 to K
12: if p ∼ U(0, 1) < padd
13: mk ← mk ∪ {(si, ai, ri, si+1)}
14: M ← sample mini-batch from mk
15: update θk with SGD and loss L(θk)
16: i← i+ 1
a better Bayesian posterior [15]. The Q-values of each
ensemble member k is then calculated as the sum of two
neural networks, f and p, with equal architecture, i.e.,
Qk(s, a) = f(s, a; θk) + βp(s, a; θˆk). (4)
Here, the weights θk of network f are trainable, and the
weights θˆk of the prior network p are fixed to the randomly
initialized values. A parameter β scales the importance of
the networks. With the two networks, the loss function in
Eq. 3 becomes
L(θk) = EM
[
(r + γmax
a′
(fθ−k
+ βpθˆk)(s
′, a′)
− (fθk + βpθˆk)(s, a))2
]
. (5)
Algorithm 1 outlines the complete ensemble RPF method,
which was used in this study. An ensemble of K trainable
and prior neural networks are first initialized randomly. Each
ensemble member is also assigned a separate experience
replay memory buffer mk (although in a practical imple-
mentation, the replay memory can be designed in such a
way that it uses negligible more memory than a shared
buffer). For each new training episode, a uniformly sampled
ensemble member, ν ∼ U{1,K}, is used to greedily select
the action with the highest Q-value. This procedure handles
the exploration vs. exploitation trade-off and corresponds
to a form of approximate Thompson sampling. Each new
experience e = (si, ai, ri, si+1) is then added to the separate
replay buffers mk with probability padd. Finally, the trainable
weights of each ensemble member are updated by uniformly
sample a mini-batch M of experiences and using stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) to backpropagate the loss of Eq. 5.
C. Confidence criterion
The agent’s uncertainty in choosing different actions can
be defined as the coefficient of variation1 cv(s, a) of the
1Ratio of the standard deviation to the mean.
Q-values of the ensemble members. In a previous study,
we introduced a confidence criterion that disqualifies actions
with cv(s, a) > csafev , where csafe is a hard threshold [16].
The value of the threshold should be set so that (s, a)
combinations that are contained in the training distribution
are accepted, and those which are not will be rejected. This
value can be determined by observing values of cv in testing
episodes within the training distribution, see Sect. IV-A for
further details.
When the agent is fully trained (i.e., not during the
training phase), the policy chooses actions by maximizing
the mean of the Q-values of the ensemble members, with
the restriction cv(s, a) < csafev , i.e.,
arg max
a
1
K
K∑
k=1
Qk(s, a),
s.t. cv(s, a) < csafev .
(6)
In a situation where no possible action fulfills the confidence
criterion, a fallback action asafe is chosen.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The ensemble RPF method, which can obtain an uncer-
tainty estimation of different actions, is tested on different
intersection scenarios. In this study, the uncertainty informa-
tion is used to reject unsafe actions and reduce the number
of collisions. This section describes how the simulation of
the scenarios is set up, how the decision-making problem
is formulated as an MDP, the architecture of the neural
networks, and the details on how the training is performed.
A. Simulation setup
The simulated environment consists of different intersec-
tion scenarios, and is based on a previous study [22]. For
completeness, an overview is presented here. Each episode
starts by randomly selecting a single or bi-directional inter-
section, shown in Fig. 1, and placing the ego vehicle to the
left with a random distance pc,je to the intersection and a
speed of 10 m/s. A random number N of other vehicles are
positioned along the top and bottom roads with a random
distance pc,jo to the intersection, and a random desired speed
vjd. The other vehicles follow the Intelligent Driver Model
(IDM) [23], with a set time gap of tjd = 1 s. One quarter
of the vehicles stop at the intersection and three quarters
continue through the intersection, regardless of the behavior
of the ego vehicle. When a vehicle has passed the intersection
and reached the end of the road, it is moved back to the other
side of the intersection, which creates a constant traffic flow.
The simulator is updated at 25 Hz, and decisions are taken
at 4 Hz. The goal of the ego vehicle is to reach a position
that is located 10 m to the right of the last crossing point.
Fig. 1: The two intersection scenarios that were used in this
study; single directional to the left and bidirectional to the
right.
TABLE I: Parameters for simulator
Number of vehicles, N {1, 2, 3, 4}
Starting position ego, pc,je [50, 60] m
Starting position target, pc,jo [10, 55] m
Desired velocity, vjd [8, 12] m/s
B. MDP formulation2
The following Markov decision process is used to model
the decision-making problem.
1) State space, S: The design of the state of the system,
s = (pge , ve, ae, {ps,je , pc,je , ps,jo , pc,jo , vjo, ajo}j∈0,...,N ), (7)
allows the description of intersections with different lay-
outs [4]. The state, illustrated in Fig. 2, consists of the
distance from the ego vehicle to the goal pge , the velocity
and acceleration of the ego vehicle, ve, ae, and the other
vehicles, vjo, a
j
o, where j denotes the index of the other
vehicles. Furthermore, ps,je and p
c,j
e are the distances from
the ego vehicle to the start of the intersection and crossing
point, relative to target vehicle j respectively. The distances
ps,jo and p
c,j
o are the distance from the other vehicles to the
start of the intersection and the crossing point.
2) Action space, A: The action space consists of
six tactical decisions: {‘take way’, ‘give way’, ‘follow
car {1, . . . , 4}’}, which set the target of the IDM controller.
The ‘take way’ action treats the situation as an empty road,
whereas the ‘give way’ action sets a target distance of ps,je
and a target speed of 0 m/s. The ‘follow car j’ actions sets
the target distance to pc,je − pc,jo and target speed to vjo. In
cases where pc,jo > p
c,j
e , the target distance is set to a value
that corresponds to timegap 0.5 s. The output of the IDM
model is further limited by a maximum jerk jmax = 5 m/s3
and maximum acceleration amax = 5 m/s2. If less than four
vehicles are present, the actions that correspond to choosing
an absent vehicle are pruned by using Q-masking [25].
2The full state is not directly observable, since the intentions of the
surrounding vehicles are not known to the agent. Therefore, the problem is
a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) [24]. However,
by using a k-Markov approximation, where the state consists of the k last
observations, the POMDP can be approximated as an MDP [18]. For the
scenarios that were considered in this study, it proved sufficient to simply
use the last observation.
ve, ae
vjo, a
j
o
crossing point
pc,je
ps,je
pc,jo
ps,jo
Fig. 2: The state space definitions for a single crossing
scenario, where subscript e and o denotes ego and other
vehicle, respectively.
3) Reward model, R: The objective of the agent is to
reach the goal on the other side of the intersection, without
colliding with other vehicles and for comfort reasons, with
as little jerk jt as possible. Therefore, the reward at each
time step rt is defined as
rt =

1 at reaching the goal,
−1 at a collision,
−
(
jt
jmax
)2
∆τ
τmax
at non-terminating steps.
The non-terminating reward is scaled with the maximum
time of an episode, τmax, and the step time ∆τ = 0.04 s, to
ensure
∑t=τmax
t=0 ∈ [−1, 0]. Further details about the reward
function can be found in previous research [22].
4) Transition model, T : The state transition probabilities
are not known to the agent. However, the true transition
model is defined by the simulation model, described in
Sect. III-A.
C. Fallback action
As mentioned in Sect. II-C, a fallback action asafe is
used when cv > csafev for all available actions. This fallback
action is set to ‘give way’, with the difference that no jerk
limitation is applied and with a higher acceleration limit
amax = 10 m/s2.
D. Network architecture
In previous studies, we have showed that a network
architecture that applies the same weights to the input
that describes the surrounding vehicles results in a better
performance and speeds up the training process [6], [4].
Such an architecture can be constructed by applying a one-
dimensional convolutional neural network (CNN) structure
to the surrounding vehicles’ input. The network architecture
that is used in this study is shown in Fig. 3. The first
convolutional layer has 32 filters, with size and stride set
to six, which equals the number of state inputs of each
surrounding vehicle, and the second convolutional layers
has 16 filter, with size and stride set to one. The fully
connected (FC) layer that is connected to the ego vehicle
input has 16 units, and the joint fully connected layer has
Fig. 3: The neural network architecture that was used in this
study.
64 units. All layers use rectified linear units (ReLUs) as
activation functions, except for the last layer, which has a
linear activation function. The final dueling structure of the
network separates the estimation of the state value V (s)
and the action advantage A(s, a) [26]. The input vector is
normalized to the range [−1, 1]. The input vector contains
slots for four surrounding vehicles, and if less vehicles are
present in the traffic scene, the empty input is set to −1.
E. Training process
Algorithm 1 is used to train the agent. The loss
function of Double DQN is applied, which subtly
modifies the maximization operation of Eq. 3 to
γQ(s′, arg maxa′ Q(s
′, a′; θi); θ−i ) [27]. The Adam
optimizer is used to update the weights [28], and K
parallel workers are used for the backpropagation step.
The hyperparameters of the training process are shown in
Table II, and the values were selected by an informal search,
due to the computational complexity.
If the current policy of the agent decides to stop the
ego vehicle, an episode could continue forever. Therefore,
a timeout time is set to τmax = 20 s, at which the episode
terminates. The last experience of such an episode is not
added to the replay memory. This trick prevents the agent
to learn that an episode can end due to a timeout, and
makes it seem like an episode can continue forever, which
is important, since the terminating state due to the time limit
is not part of the MDP [6].
F. Baseline method
The Double DQN method, hereafter simply referred to
as the DQN method, is used as a baseline. For a fair
comparison, the same hyperparameters as for the ensemble
RPF method is used, with the addition of an annealing -
greedy exploration schedule, which is shown in Table II.
During test episodes, a greedy policy is used.
TABLE II: Hyperparameters of Algorithm 1 and baseline
DQN.
Number of ensemble members, K 10
Prior scale factor, β 1
Experience adding probability, padd 0.5
Discount factor, γ 0.99
Learning start iteration, Nstart 50,000
Replay memory size, Mreplay 500,000
Learning rate, η 0.0005
Mini-batch size, Mmini 32
Target network update frequency, Nupdate 20,000
Huber loss threshold, δ 10
Initial exploration constant, start 1
Final exploration constant, end 0.05
Final exploration iteration, N-end 1,000,000
IV. RESULTS
The results show that the ensemble RPF method outper-
forms the DQN method, both in terms of training speed and
final performance, when the resulting agents are tested on
scenarios that are similar to the training scenarios. When the
fully trained ensemble RPF agent is exposed to situations that
are outside of the training distribution, the agent indicates
a high uncertainty and chooses safe actions, whereas the
DQN agent collides with other vehicles. More details on
the characteristics of the results are presented and briefly
discussed in this section, whereas a more general discussion
follows in Sect. V.
The ensemble RPF and DQN agents were trained in the
simulated environment that was described in Sect. III. After
every 50,000 training steps, the performance of the agents
were evaluated on 100 random test episodes. These test
episodes were randomly generated in the same way as the
training episodes, but kept fixed for all the evaluation phases.
A. Within training distribution
The average return and the average proportion of episodes
where the ego vehicle reached the goal, as a function of
number of training steps, is shown in Fig. 4, for the test
episodes. The figure also shows the standard deviation for
5 random seeds, which generates different sets of initial
parameters of the networks and different training episodes,
whereas the test episodes are kept fixed. The results show that
the ensemble RPF method both learns faster, yields a higher
return, and causes less collisions than the DQN method.
Fig. 5 shows how the coefficient of variation cv of the
chosen action varies during the testing episodes. Note that
the uncertainty of actions that are not chosen can be higher,
which is often the case. After around one million training
steps, the average value of cv settles at around 0.04, with a
99 percentile value of 0.15, which motivates the choice of
setting csafev = 0.2.
As shown in Fig. 4, occasional collisions still occur during
the test episodes when deploying the fully trained ensemble
RPF agent. The reasons for these collisions are further
discussed in Sect. V. In one particular example of a collision,
Fig. 4: Proportion of test episodes where the ego vehicle
reached its goal (dashed), and episode return (solid), over
training steps for the ensemble RPF and DQN methods. The
shaded areas show the standard deviation for 5 random seeds.
Fig. 5: Mean coefficient of variation cv for the chosen
action during the test episodes. The dark shaded area shows
percentiles 10 to 90, and the bright shaded area shows
percentiles 1 to 99.
Fig. 6: Uncertainty cv during the time steps before one of the
collisions in the test episodes, within the training distribution.
The collision occurs at t = 0 s.
the agent fails to brake early enough and ends up in an
impossible situation, where it collides with another vehicle in
the intersection. However, the estimated uncertainty increases
significantly during the time before the collision, when the
incorrect actions are taken, see Fig. 6. When applying the
confidence criterion (Sect. II-C), the agent instead brakes
early enough, and can thereby avoid the collision. The
confidence criterion was also applied to all the test episodes,
which removed all collisions.
(a) Proportion of collisions.
(b) Proportion of episodes where asafe was used at least once.
Fig. 7: Performance of the ensemble RPF agent, with and
without the confidence criterion, and the DQN agent, in test
episodes with different set speeds vjd for the surrounding
vehicles.
B. Outside training distribution
The ensemble RPF agent that was obtained after three
million training steps was tested in scenarios outside of the
training distribution, in order to evaluate the agent’s ability
to detect unseen situations. The same testing scenarios as
for within the distribution was used, with the exception that
the speed of the surrounding vehicles was set to a single
deterministic value, which was varied during different runs in
the range vjd = [10, 20] m/s. The proportion of collisions as
a function of set speed of the surrounding vehicles is shown
in Fig. 7, together with the proportion of episodes where the
confidence criterion was violated at least once. The figure
shows that when the confidence criterion is used, most of
the collisions can be avoided. Furthermore, the violations
of the criterion increase when the speed of the surrounding
vehicles increase, i.e., the scenarios move further from the
training distribution.
An example of a situation that causes a collision is shown
in Fig. 8, where an approaching vehicle drives with a speed
of 20 m/s. The Q-values of both the trained ensemble RPF
and DQN agents indicate that the agents expect to make it
over the crossing before the other vehicle. However, since
the approaching vehicle drives faster than what the agents
have seen during the training, a collision occurs. When the
confidence criterion is applied, the uncertainty rises to cv >
csafev for all actions when the ego vehicle approaches the
critical region, where it has to brake in order to be able to
stop, and a collision is avoided by choosing action asafe.
(a) t = 0, initial situation. (b) t = 1, DQN and ensemble
RPF without confidence crite-
rion.
(c) t = 1, ensemble RPF with
confidence criterion.
(d) t = 1.5, ensemble RPF with
confidence criterion.
Fig. 8: Example of a situation outside of the training dis-
tribution, where there would be a collision if the confidence
criterion is not used. The vehicle at the top is here approach-
ing the crossing at 20 m/s.
V. DISCUSSION
The results show that the ensemble RPF method can
indicate an elevated uncertainty for situations that the agent
has been insufficiently trained for, both within and outside of
the training distribution. In a previous study by the authors
of this paper, we observed similar results when using the
ensemble RPF method to estimate uncertainty outside of the
training distribution in a highway driving scenario [16]. In
contrast, this paper shows that, in some cases, the ensemble
RPF method can even detect situations with high uncertainty
within the training distribution. Such situations include rare
events that seldom or never occur during the training process,
which makes it hard for the agent to provide an accurate
estimate of the Q-values for the corresponding states. Since
these states are seldom used to update the neural networks of
the ensemble, the weights of the trainable networks will not
adapt to the respective prior networks, and the uncertainty
measure cv will remain high for these rare events. This
information is useful to detect edge cases within the training
set and indicate when the decision of the trained agent is not
fully reliable.
In this study, the estimated uncertainty is used to choose
a safe fallback action if the uncertainty exceeds a threshold
value. For the cases that are considered here, this confi-
dence criterion removes all collisions within the training
distribution, and almost all collisions when the speed of the
surrounding vehicles is increased to levels outside of the
training distribution. However, to guarantee safety by using
a learning-based method is challenging, and an underlying
safety layer is often used [29]. The presented method could
decrease the number of activations of such a safety layer,
but possibly more importantly, the uncertainty measure could
also be used to guide the training process to focus on
situations that the current agent needs to explore further.
Moreover, if an agent is trained in simulation and then
deployed in real traffic, the uncertainty estimation of the
agent could detect situations that should be added to the
simulated world, in order to better match real-world driving.
The results show that the ensemble RPF method performs
better and more stable than a standard DQN method within
the training distribution. The main disadvantage is the in-
creased computational complexity, since K neural networks
need to be trained. This disadvantage is somewhat mitigated
in practice, since the design of the algorithm allows an
efficient parallelization. Furthermore, the tuning complexity
of the ensemble RPF and DQN methods are similar. Hy-
perparameters for the number of ensemble members K and
prior scale factor β are introduced, but the parameters that
control the exploration of DQN are removed.
VI. CONCLUSION
The results of this study demonstrates the usefulness of
using a Bayesian RL technique for tactical-decision making
in an intersection scenario. The ensemble RPF method can be
used to estimate the confidence of the recommended actions,
and the results show that the trained agent indicates high
uncertainty for situations that are outside of the training
distribution. Importantly, the method also indicates high
uncertainty for rare events within the training distribution.
In this study, the confidence information was used to choose
a safe action in situations with high uncertainty, which
removed all collisions from within the training distribution,
and most of the collisions in situations outside of the training
distribution.
The uncertainty information could also be used to identify
situations that are not known to the agent, and guide the
training process accordingly. To investigate this further is
a topic for future work. Another subject for future work
involves how to set the parameter value csafev in a more
systematic way, and how to automatically update the value
during training.
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